The term 'ambient media' is new in the field of media research in the context of smart and intelligent systems. As far the term was relating to advertising, but it's meaning goes far beyond. In ambient media, the natural environment is the media, and media objects are rendered throughout rather than on dedicated devices. Ambient media are 'intelligent' and react pro-actively to users-therefore we can refer to them as semantic ambient media. Ambient media underlie five basic principles: manifestation, morphing, intelligence, collaboration, and experience (see e.g. [1, 4, 5] or [3] for further reading). Within this special issue we focus on the investigation of ambient media and their characteristics in one article analyzing the other accepted five articles. Several articles adds either a human, technical, or philosophical viewpoint on ambient media.
interactions allow new modalities for self-expression and emotional communication. A. Lugmayr has a more theoretical approach towards ambient media. He discusses the aspect of intelligence and wisdom in ambient media by applying Peirce's categories as framework.
A very specific feature of this special issue is a sixth article, which discusses and analyzes several articles that compile this special issue to provide a red-line through the discussed issues. Additional background literature, as e.g. [7] acted as input for this specific article.
For further reading or joining actively the activities for making ambient media reality, we would like to refer to activities as the Ambient Media Association (see http://www. ambientmediaassociation.org), the Semantic Ambient Media (SAME) workshop series (see e.g. [2] or [6] ), or the Nokia Ubimedia MindTrek Award (see http://www.mindtrek.org/ ubimedia). We wish to give the reader new perspectives on this newly emerging field. [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] . His interests are in cross discipline research for sustainable development, pervasive computing, social media and mobile services combined with business innovation. He is currently working in the Varaani Oy as a business developer and is the Chairman of the Board in another start-up, Newelo Oy.
